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Gardening is a hobby of many people. However, people residing in apartments may not enjoy this
hobby. A personal lawn or garden is more common in villas and bungalows. Yes, apartments do
have their own gardens but those are maintained by trained experts. Modern bungalows normally
feature beautifully decorated green space at the outdoor. However, decorating this area and
transforming it into a wonderful patio is difficult. In fact, it is not difficult but time consuming. It
requires immense hard work and dedication to transform a green pace into beautiful lawn. And then,
there is the maintenance part that makes the entire situation extremely complex.

Natural grass turf based lawn is difficult to maintain. The grasses need to be shredded on a regular
basis to adjust the length. Also, frequent spraying of pesticide is necessary to stop germs from
spoiling the area. During the monsoon season, things become more than worse. With too much
muddy soil, it becomes difficult to enjoy some pleasant evening walks in the lawn. It is also
necessary to give water to plants and grass surface on a regular basis. Check for the growth of
weeds. Their growth needs to be controlled or else the show of lawn will be hampered.

Most homeowners these days are opting for artificial grass based turfs. Yes, these are synthetic in
nature and hence do not require much of maintenance. There is no need to water the soil. Once a
week, cleaning of the fake grass lawns can be done with the help of a vacuum cleaner. Special
brushes are also available to clean the turf. Due to the presence of artificial grass turf, the growth of
weeds will not take place. Also, during the rainy season, there will be no muddy soil problem to face.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a fake grass lawns, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a artificial grass!
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